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Who We Are and What We Do
Synergy’s lien resolution group was established to service the lien resolution needs of trial lawyers. We have 

the resources to provide comprehensive services throughout the settlement process. Our focus is on providing 

efficient, compliant lien resolution services while exceeding reduction expectations.

Outsourcing lien resolution to Synergy’s lien resolution team ensures that both your firm and client avoid 

unnecessary delays caused by complex and ever-changing subrogation laws. It also minimizes operating costs 

for a law firm, saving both time and money.

We are a knowledgeable partner and resource for the complex lien resolution issues facing parties today when 

settling injury claims. Our services range from complete lien resolution programs for an entire firm to single event 

lien resolution. We also offer compliance audits, Medicare Secondary Payer Compliance assistance and bulk 

project lien resolution.

How Can We Help Your Firm?
We handle all types of pre/post settlement lien verification and resolution issues. Our staff is expertly trained and 

knowledgeable with decades of experience in handling subrogation matters. We have contacts in key government 

agencies that are able to assist in making the resolution process more efficient. Our lien resolution process 

begins with an initial intake consultation where the specific resolution issues are analyzed and a unique strategy 

is developed for the issues at hand. Upon intake, our resolution specialists begin the negotiation process and 

continue until the lien is resolved. Each case is a top priority, as we fully understand that time is of the essence in 

the resolution of each and every lien.

Our Services
Our services include single event lien verification, resolution, firm wide outsourcing and mass tort lien resolution*. 
Most lien resolution fees are calculated on a percentage of savings basis. We can assist with resolution of the 
following types of liens: 
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 Disability Policy Liens
 FEHBA Liens 
 Medicaid HMO Liens 
 Medicaid Liens 
 Medicare Conditional Payments 

 Medicare Part C Liens 
 Private Health Liens (ERISA & Non-ERISA) 
 VA/Tricare & Other Military Liens 
 Any other Medical liens  
(Hospital & Individual Providers)

We also provide lien resolution support services such as:
 Complete Medicare Secondary Payer Compliance Training
 Hospital/Provider Bill Audit
 Lien Resolution Expert on Call
 Medicare Conditional Payment Audit & Verification

* Medicare Audit & Verification services are provided for a flat fee.



Why Outsource Lien Resolution?
1) Minimize Operating Costs
Outsourcing lien resolution functions can provide a distinct economic advantage for sole practitioners and law 

firms. Every business wants to decrease operating costs and increase efficiency which can be accomplished 

by outsourcing this time consuming function. The large amount of time and effort devoted to lien resolution 

functions post settlement typically creates a loss to the firm’s bottom line. Given the constant changes to 

subrogation law and evolving techniques used to resolve liens, an outsourcing solution provides access to the 

latest, most efficient resolution practices. This ensures that the client is protected and allows them faster access 

to their settlement funds. Why not outsource lien resolution functions and have them paid as a case cost? 

Synergy offers many flexible pricing options designed to ease the cost of lien resolution for you and your client. 

No matter the size of your case or project, we can develop pricing to meet your needs. 

2) Gain a Partner & Resource
By outsourcing to Synergy, you gain a knowledgeable partner and resource for the difficult lien resolution issues. 

Without knowing every potential lien resolution argument and latest rules/procedures associated with health 

plan liens, attorneys and their staff are prone to inefficiency. We have the necessary expertise to accelerate 

lien resolution.

3) Last Impression Upon the Client
Are clients waiting for their settlement proceeds because lien resolution is holding things up? A law firm or 

lawyer’s reputation with past clients is critical for driving future referrals. To make sure clients are happy at the 

end of the case, outsourcing may be the answer. Speeding up the process and getting dollars to the client by 

accelerating the lien resolution process becomes a win-win for everyone.

Custom Solutions Your Firm Needs
At Synergy, we understand that no two cases or clients are identical. Upon consultation, our lien professionals will 

devise an action plan to help you manage lien resolution issues within your firm efficiently and cost-effectively.

The following are a few of the support programs we offer:

 Staff Education & Training
 Plan Evaluations
 Project/Bulk Resolution – for 10 cases or more
 Complete Medicare Secondary Payer Compliance

Call us to schedule a consultation with a Synergy Lien Resolution Professional. We will discuss your needs and 

develop a strategy that will help successfully tackle the lien resolution issues you face. We are confident that 

Synergy has the program and pricing options to meet all of your firm’s lien resolution needs while achieving great 

results for the injury victim.
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